A vector-based representation of the chemical bond is introduced that we refer to as the bond-path frame-work set = {p, q, r}, where p, q and r represent three paths with corresponding eigenvector-following path lengths * , and the familiar quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) bond-path length. The eigenvector-following path lengths * and are constructed along the bond-path from the e 1 and e 2 Hessian eigenvectors respectively, which correspond to the least and most preferred directions of charge density accumulation. In particular, the paths p and q provide a vector representation of the scalar QTAIM ellipticity ε. The bond-path frame-work set is applied to the excited state deactivation of fulvene that involves distortions along various intramolecular degrees of freedom, such as the bond stretching/compression of bond length alternation (BLA) and bond torsion distortions. We find that the * and lengths can differentiate between the ground and excited electronic states, in contrast to the QTAIM bond-path length.
Introduction
In this work we introduce a vector-based representation of the chemical bond within the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) 1 . Existing representations of the chemical bond also within the QTAIM framework worth mentioning include the work of Jones and Eberhart and also that of Morgenstern et al on bond-bundles in open systems, whereby molecules are partitioned through an extension of QTAIM where bounded regions of space containing non-bonding or lone-pair electrons are created that lead to bond orders consistent with expectation from theories of directed valence 2, 3 . Additional insights into the chemical bond were also provided by Popelier 4 .
Previously, two of the current authors found that the charge density does not always rotate in accordance with the nuclei for the double bond isomerization of fulvene 5 . Instead, the resistance of the charge density to rotation was found to depend on the electronic state and the behavior of the charge density was locally different for different directions of the bond-path framework.
Scheme 1. The atom labels correspond to the molecular graph atom numbering scheme and the torsion C2-C6 BCP is indicated by a red circle.
Here, we shall investigate the double bond isomerization of fulvene in the ground S 0 and first excited S 1 electronic states with the goal of finding a QTAIM representation of the chemical bond that can differentiate between ground and excited electronic states, see Scheme 1. As we shall see in this investigation the bond-path, the current and widely used QTAIM interpretation of the chemical bond, is unable to differentiate between the S 0 and S 1 electronic states. Starting point for this exploration will be the ellipticity ε, constructed from the λ 1 and λ 2 eigenvalues of the Hessian of ρ(r) associated with the accumulation of the charge distribution in chemical bond. The ellipticity ε, where ε = |λ 1 |/|λ 2 | -1, has already been found to distinguish between the S 0 and S 1 electronic states 6 . The new interpretation of the chemical bond will be constructed using the ellipticity ε and the associated e 1 and e 2 eigenvectors for all points along the bond-path.
A detailed exploration of the potential energy surfaces (PESs) will be undertaken along the minimum energy pathways (MEPs) connecting the Franck-Condon (FC) point with planar and torsional conical intersections (CIs) occurring along the torsional coordinate (θ) as well as the bond-length-alternation (BLA) distortion. The BLA is calculated as the difference between the average length of the formally single bonds and the average length of the formally double bonds in the molecule. We use QTAIM and the stress tensor analysis that utilizes higher derivatives of ρ(r b ) in effect, acting as a 'magnifying lens' on the ρ(r b ) derived properties of the wave-function. We will use QTAIM 1 to identify critical points in the total electronic charge density distribution ρ(r) by analyzing the gradient vector field ∇ρ(r). These critical points can further be divided into four types of topologically stable critical points according to the set of ordered eigenvalues λ 1 < λ 2 < λ 3 , with corresponding eigenvectors e 1 , e 2 , e 3 of the Hessian matrix. The Hessian of the total electronic charge density ρ(r) is defined as the matrix of partial second derivatives with respect to the spatial coordinates. These critical points are labeled using the notation (R, ω) where R is the rank of the Hessian matrix, the number of distinct non-zero eigenvalues and ω is the signature (the algebraic sum of the signs of the eigenvalues); the (3, -3) [nuclear critical point (NCP), a local maximum generally corresponding to a nuclear location], (3, -1) and (3, 1) [saddle points, called bond critical points (BCP) and ring critical points (RCP), respectively] and (3, 3) [the cage critical points (CCP)].
Theory and Methods

The
In the limit that the forces on the nuclei become vanishingly small, an atomic interaction line 7 becomes a bond-path, although not necessarily a chemical bond 8 . The complete set of critical points together with the bond-paths of a molecule or cluster is referred to as the molecular graph.
The eigenvector e 3 indicates the direction of the bond-path at the BCP. The most and least preferred directions of electron accumulation are e 2 and e 1 , respectively [9] [10] [11] . The ellipticity, ε provides the relative accumulation of ρ(r b ) in the two directions perpendicular to the bond-path at a BCP, defined as ε = |λ 1 |/|λ 2 | -1 where λ 1 and λ 2 are negative eigenvalues of the corresponding eigenvectors e 1 and e 2 respectively. Recently, for the 11-cis retinal subjected to a torsion ±θ, we have recently demonstrated that the e 2 eigenvector of the torsional BCP corresponded to the preferred +θ direction of rotation as defined by the PES profile 12 .
Previously, we defined a bond-path stiffness, = λ 2 /λ 3 , as a measure of rigidity of the bond-path 13 .
Diagonalization of the stress tensor, σ(r), returns the principal electronic stresses. In this work we use the definition of the stress tensor proposed by Bader 14 to investigate the stress tensor properties within the QTAIM partitioning scheme. Thus, analogously to the QTAIM descriptor, we calculate a stress tensor stiffness, σ = |λ 1σ |/|λ 3σ |, which has been found as a good descriptor of the 'resistance' of the bond-path to the twist, as well as the eigenvector, e 1σ 5 . Previously, it was found that the stress tensor stiffness, σ produced results that were in line with physical intuition 5, 13 . The stress tensor eigenvalue associated with the bond-path; λ 3σ has been associated with transition-type behavior in molecular motors 6 .
The total local energy density H(r b ) 5 ,15 The bond-path length (BPL) is defined as the length of the path traced out by the e 3 eigenvector of the Hessian of the total charge density ρ(r), passing through the BCP, along which ρ(r) is locally maximal with respect to any neighboring paths. The bond-path curvature separating two bonded nuclei is defined as the dimensionless ratio:
where BPL is as the associated bond-path length and the geometric bond length GBL is the inter-nuclear separation. The BPL often exceeds the GBL particularly for weak or strained bonds and unusual bonding With n scaled eigenvector e 2 tip path points q i = r i + ε i e 2,i on the path q where ε i = ellipticity at the i th bond-path point r i on the bond-path r. It should be noted that the bond-path is associated with the λ 3 eigenvalues of the e 3 eigenvector does not take into account differences in the λ 1 and λ 2 eigenvalues of the e 1 and e 2 eigenvectors. Analogously, for the e 1 tip path points we have p i = r i + ε i e 1,i on the path p where ε i = ellipticity at the i th bond-path point r i on the bond-path r.
We will refer to the new QTAIM interpretation of the chemical bond as the bond-path framework set that will be denoted by , where = {p, q, r}. This effectively means that in the most general case a bond is comprised of three 'linkages'; p, q and r associated with the e 1 , e 2 and e 3 eigenvectors, respectively.
The p and q parameters define eigenvector-following path length * and , see Scheme 2:
The eigenvector-following path length * or refers to the fact that the tips of the scaled e 1 or e 2 eigenvectors will sweep out along the extent of the bond-path, defined by the e 3 eigenvector, between the two bonded nuclei that the bond-path connects. In the limit of vanishing ellipticity ε = 0, for all steps i along the bond-path, one has = BPL and > BPL.
From the form of p i = r i + ε i e 1,i and q i = r i + ε i e 2,i we see for shared-shell BCPs, that in the limit of the the ellipticity ε ≈ 0 i.e. corresponding to single bonds, we then have p i = q i = r i and therefore the value of the lengths * and attain their lowest limit; the bond-path length (r) BPL. Conversely, higher values of the ellipticity ε, for instance, corresponding to double bonds will always result in values of * and > BPL.
For a non-torsional distortion such as a pure BLA coordinate motion there is no change in the orientation of the e 1 and e 2 eigenvectors of the {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } bond-path framework for all values of the scaling factor ε i . A consequence of this is that the * and , that are constructed with the e 1 and e 2 eigenvectors respectively, will not correlate with the relative energy ∆E for a BLA distortion unlike an applied torsion θ. Additionally, because * and are defined by the distances swept out by the e 2 tip path points p i = r i + ε i e 1,i and q i = r i + ε i e 2,i respectively and the scaling factor, ε i is identical in equation (3a) and equation (3b) therefore for a linear bond-path r then * = . The bond-path framework set = {p, q, r} should consider the bond-path to comprise the unique paths, p, q and r, swept out by the e 1 , e 2 and e 3 , eigenvectors that form the eigenvector-following path lengths * , and BPL respectively. The paths p and q are unique even when the lengths of * and are the same or very similar because p and q traverse different regions of space.
Bond-paths r with non-zero bond-path curvature which will result in * and with different values, this is more likely to occur for the equilibrium geometries of closed-shell BCPs than for shared-shell BCPs. This is because the p and q paths will be different because of the greater distance travelled around the outside of a twisted bond-path r compared with the inside of the same twisted bond-path r.
Analogous to the bond-path curvature, see equation (2), we may define dimensionless, fractional versions of the eigenvector-following path length where several forms are possible and not limited to the following:
where min is the length swept out by the scaled e 2 eigenvectors using the minimum value of the torsion θ. A bond within QTAIM is defined as being the bond-path traversed along the e 3 eigenvector of the λ 3 eigenvalue from the bond-path, but, as a consequence of equation (3), this definition should be expanded.
The new definition of a bond should consider the bond-path to comprise the two paths swept out by the e 1 and e 2 eigenvectors that form the eigenvector-following path length * and , respectively. For the most general case of a bond-path r with non-zero curvature we can have a bond-path framework set = {(p 0 ,p 1 ), (q 0 ,q 1 ), r} as the set of five unique paths through the 3-D Cartesian space, where the subscripts "0" and "1"
refer to the ground state S 0 and the first excited state S 1 respectively. Conversely, for a bond-path r with zero bond-path curvature we have * = therefore p 0 = q 0 and p 1 = q 1 and reduces to three unique elements = {(p 0 ,p 1 ), r}.
Computational Details
The potential energy surfaces (PESs) of the S 1 and S 0 states of fulvene along the bond stretching and double bond torsion coordinates were investigated using the state-interaction state-averaged REKS (SI-SA-REKS) In this work, the SSR method is employed in connection with the ωPBEh range-separated hybrid density functional 21 and the cc-pVDZ basis set 22 , the SSR-ωPBEh/cc-pVDZ method. The geometries of the ground and excited states minima and the minimum energy pathways connecting the critical points were optimized using the analytical energy derivatives as described in Ref 23 . The computations were carried out using the beta-testing version of the TeraChem® program (v1.92P, release 7f19a3bb8334) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Optimization of conical intersection geometries were carried out using the penalty function method with the analytical energy gradients as implemented in the CIOpt program 30 . Optimization of the geometries along the MEPs were carried out using the nudged elastic band (NEB) formalism 31 with fixed end points. The MEPs comprise 40 points between the Franck-Condon (FC) geometry and the planar C 2v symmetric conical intersection (CI plan ) and the torsional CI tor . At all the points along the MEPs the relaxed density matrices for the S 0 and the S 1 states 23 were calculated and analyzed using the AIMALL software suite 32 .
Results and discussions
The excited state deactivation reaction through the both the planar and torsional CIs
The S 0 state of fulvene near the equilibrium conformation (FC) is best described by the Lewis structure shown in Scheme 3. The ground state electronic structure at the FC geometry is characterized by considerable conjugation of the π-bonds of fulvene, which leads to shortening of the (formally) single bonds.
Excitation to the S 1 state results in breaking of the exocyclic π-bond, see the Lewis structures in Scheme 3, and formation of a diradical state. The calculated vertical excitation energy at the FC geometry is 3.65 eV, in a reasonable agreement with the experimental gas phase vertical excitation energy of 3.44 eVScheme 3. Geometries of the FC point (S 0 state) and the two conical intersections, CI plan and CI tor , optimized in this work. Key geometric parameters (in Å) are shown. In parentheses, the gas phase experimental data from 34 . Lewis structures of the S 0 (FC) and S 1 (CI plan and CI tor ) states are shown.
Crossing between the S 0 and S 1 states becomes possible due to geometric distortions, which destabilize the In the CI tor structure, destabilization of the S 0 energy is achieved by combined BLA and torsional distortions.
The degree of bond stretching/bond contraction is not as pronounced as in the CI plan structure; the BLA decreases to the values in the range of (-0.02, -0.09) Å, see Figure 1(b) . The FC-CI tor MEP in Figure 1(b) shows that the BLA distortion rapidly decreases at the beginning of the path, while the torsion θ about the -figures (a) and (b) respectively. See the caption of Figure 1 for further details.
QTAIM BCP and bond-path analysis of the deactivation reaction
Along the FC-to_CI plan MEP, the value of the ellipticity ε of the C2-C6 BCP in the S 1 electronic state varies monotonically from a value typical for a double bond (right side of Figure 2(a) ) to a value characteristic of a single bond (at the CI plan , left side of Figure 2(a) -figure (a) . The corresponding variations of the eigenvector-following path length and the fractional eigenvector-following path length f = ( -BPL)/BPL are shown in sub- figure (b) and sub-figure (c) respectively, where the bond-path curvature, showing zero variability, is included in sub-figure (c) for comparison. The corresponding variation of the fractional eigenvector-following path length fmin = ( -min )/ min where  min refers to the value of  at the energy minimum, is shown in sub- figure (d -figure (a) . The corresponding variations of the eigenvector-following path length and the fractional eigenvector-following path length f are shown in sub- figure (b) and sub-figure (c) respectively, where the bond-path curvature, showing zero variability, is included in sub-figure (c) for comparison. The corresponding variation of the fractional eigenvector-following path length fmin , is shown in sub- figure (d) , see the caption of Figure 3 for further details.
The BPL along the torsion θ does not differentiate between the S 0 and S 1 states and the variation of the bond-path curvature with torsion θ is insignificant, see Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5(c) respectively. Both of these findings were also present for the reaction along the BLA coordinate, see Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3(c) respectively.
There are significant differences between the eigenvector-following path length of the S 0 and S 1 states for the variation with the torsion θ as was the case for the BLA coordinate, see 
Conclusions
We have introduced a new QTAIM-based vector representation of the chemical bond; the bond-path framework set = {p, q, r} with the p, q and r being associated with each of the e 1 , e 2 and e 3 eigenvectors of the Hessian of ρ(r) respectively. The scalar lengths of p, q and r correspond to the eigenvector path lengths * and and the bond-path length (BPL) respectively.
The purpose of the bond-path framework set is to provide a directional representation of the chemical bond, for instance, where * and are the vector-based counterpart to the scalar ellipticity ε and can be used for the interpretation of excited state reactions. This was undertaken by quantifying the least (e 1 ) and most preferred (e 2 ) directions of the accumulation of ρ(r) in terms of the eigenvector-following path lengths * (the length of p) and (the length of q), respectively. For shared-shell BCPs, the value of * and attain their lowest limit; that of the bond-path length (BPL) for values of the ellipticity ε that correspond to single bonds. Conversely, higher values of the ellipticity ε corresponding to double bonds will always result in values of * and > BPL. Therefore, greater values of * and > BPL indicate a greater resistance to an applied torsion θ and the minimum value of resistance to torsion can be occur for * = = BPL.
The familiar QTAIM bond-path (r) was found to be unable to distinguish between the S 0 and S 1 electronic states, however, the complete set comprising = {p, q, r} provides an orthogonal framework to quantify any type of bond distortion. For instance, torsion θ, can be quantified using p and q (constructed from e 1 and e 2 ) and BLA using r (constructed from e 3 ) as well as any bond motion that can occur in general reactions.
We have applied , to a fulvene molecule undergoing excited state deactivation through conical intersections corresponding to bond stretching (BLA distortion) and double bond torsion θ. We find that the values of the eigenvector-following path length and the eigenvector-following path length * associated with p and q respectively are almost degenerate for both the BLA distortion and torsion θ due to the presence in each case of negligible bond-path (r) curvature. The eigenvector-following path length was able to distinguish between the S 0 and S 1 electronic states for the both the excited state deactivation BLA and excited state deactivation torsional θ paths, unlike the bond-path length r.
